www.upstride.io

Business Analyst / Growth Officer Internship – Internship
UpStride
Location: Station F, Paris, France

Language : English

This is an ideal position to learn first-hand how fast-paced tech start-ups work and to train in the
core skillset necessary to lead them through growth: you may think of it as a start-up MBA.
About UpStride
UpStride is an Artificial Intelligence start-up, with a unique technology: we improve a fundamental
brick that most people take for granted, namely the data type used in computations. By rethinking
this foundation of computing, we are able to boost the performance of Computer Vision
applications, allowing 10 times more efficient Deep Learning models.
This translates our clients into significant savings both in terms of time and money when it comes
to building and deploying AI.
UpStride was founded 2018 by a Machine Learning Researcher (PhD at the Technical University
Munich, University of Sao Paulo, Thalès, CERN), a former Fintech executive (Telecom Paris,
LSE, McKinsey, eFront) and an Operations specialist (Sciences Po, ESCP, SGCIB, McKinsey)
with a clear ambition: reshaping the way computers process information.
Following our first equity round, led by prestigious investors, we are accelerating and assembling
a dream team to capture our markets in Europe and in the US.
We are looking for smart and energetic people excited about how AI will reshape tomorrow’s
world, and eager to take on new challenges to grow an early-stage company into a game changer.

Details on the position
UpStride is hiring a Business Analyst / Growth Officer intern to be the right-hand to the
Founders. Your role is to be an extension of the founding team, and to participate in shaping the
strategy and accelerating the operations of a wildly innovative startup ambitioning to revolutionize
computing.
This challenging role will bring you to:






Help the Founders advance the strategic vision by conducting analyses of the tech
ecosystem and market opportunities, to confirm development priorities, update the
Business Plan, drive product positioning, set up pricing, and identify sales opportunities
Support the scale-up of operations by taking part in the recruitment process, business
development and customer success monitoring, in an international environment
Aid maintaining smooth investor relations through adequate reporting processes
Act as a sparring partner to the CEO and COO as we work closely together and learn on
the job how to transform a garage project into a unicorn

We are based at Station F in Paris, and can grant access to nearby and low-priced
accommodation at the “flatmates” building operated by Station F.
We are flexible on the length and dates of the internship, and offer a competitive compensation.
If you want to join us or have any questions, we are happy to connect! Reach out directly to our
COO: arthur.segard@upstride.io

